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Introduction
Written comprehension is fundamental for academic, professional, and personal success. According to the "simple" model of reading proposed by
Hoover and Gough (1990), written comprehension is the product of two independent skills: oral comprehension (vocabulary and retrieval of semantic
information) and decoding (identification of written words ).
This study aims to investigate whether text simplification improves the fluency and reading comprehension of students aged from 7 to 9 years old.
Simplification was carried out at three levels (lexical, syntactic and discursive) for literary and scientific texts.

Objectives
➢ What are the factors (cognitive, linguistic) that determine text comprehension and fluency?
➢ Does reading comprehension of texts vary according to the nature of the text (scientific and literary)?
➢ Can text simplification increase fluency and comprehension, and if so for whom?

Methodology
Reading comprehension and fluence
Cognitive tests
(in individual)

Reading on iBook
(autonomy)

EVALUATION PROFILES

NATURE OF TEXTS

- READING SPEED

- SCIENTIFIC TEXTS

- VOCABULARY (lexicon)

- LITERARY TEXTS

The first experimental phase allowed to pass cognitive, linguistic and sociocultural tests in individual. For the second phase, a computerized tool was
developed on iPad to measure and transmit "online" reading speed and
comprehension scores. A cohort of 170 students in 9 classes followed the
experiment. The students read independently 20 texts including 10 scientists
and 10 literaries, in the original or simplified version. Each text was followed
by 5 comprehension questions and 3 suggested answers.

- PHONOLOGY
- WORKING MEMORY
- MORPHOLOGICAL AWARENESS

IMPACT OF SIMPLIFICATION

- ORTHOGRAPHIC SKILLS

- ORIGINAL TEXTS

-…

- SIMPLIFIED TEXTS

Preliminary results
READING FLUENCY ACCORDING TO THE NATURE OF TEXTS AND
SIMPLIFICATION

NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES ACCORDING TO NATURE OF TEXTS
AND SIMPLIFICATION

Conclusion
Early results suggest that text simplification improves the speed and the comprehension of literary texts but has no effect on the reading of
scientific texts. The comprehension of simplified literary texts was superior to the comprehension of scientific texts in original and simplified
versions. The same group of students will be followed for 3 years to determine the factors which influence the texts comprehension over time.
The integration of normative data in the computer tool allows the obtention of relatively precise and dynamic measures of the students’ level of
comprehension.
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